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Understand the history, forces and trends shaping the economic
prospects of the region and its comparative position in the global
economy
Describe what matters for economic growth and make an argument for
the most effective avenues to support region’s economic growth for the
future
Build support for effective economic growth strategies among state,
regional and federal political, opinion, civic and business/labor leaders
Develop policy directions and recommendations for state, regional and
federal/national leadership
Create an ongoing mechanism for nurturing the region’s economic future
Goal of the Initiative: Improve the economic vitality of the region
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Great Lakes is an important economic meta region with
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Trade Defined and Grew the Region
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The region is growing in population, although more slowly
than the South or West
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Source: S. Swan & B.
Affolter-Caine, July, 2005
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Trade Flows In-










A Highly Integrated Economy
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The Great Lakes: A Globally Unique Freshwater Resource
Satellite View of
Great Lakes
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How Europe Conceptualizes Populations and Economies
The Blue Banana –
Indicating the (Core)




















Applying Meta-Region Concept to the U.S.
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Shades of Red (Bush)
and Blue (Kerry) in
the 2004 Presidential
Election
© Source: Sara I.
Fabrikant, 2004
Politically Significant in National Electoral Politics
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What matters for Great Lakes growth in today’s flat
world that we can influence?  How are we doing?
•Market Foundations
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Market Foundations Matter
Markets are constructs of public policy
Functioning markets conducive to growth in goods,





well regulated (e.g., protection of intellectual property, fraud)
free labor – in context of regional business/labor history
balanced tax/regulatory framework
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Innovation & Culture of Innovation Matters
© Source: Richard
Florida, October 2005,
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The region overall is a talent producer…
Share of U.S.
degrees awarded
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New business starts per
1000 in labor force
MetroRank
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Human Capital Matters – Educated communities are 
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Educational Attainment for
Persons 15 Years of Age
and Older, 2001 (Canada)
Source:
S. Swan & B. Affolter-Caine,
July, 2003
Scale from light blue
(lowest fifth) to dark blue
(highest fifth)
Educational attainment is mixed in the region
Educational Attainment for
Persons 25 Years of Age
and Older, 2000 (U.S.)
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Shared Future – Human Transportation Potential






Shared Future – Information Technology Potential
A Networked
Region
















Figure 2: Immigrant Settlement Patterns, Percent Change in the 
Foreign Born Population by State, 1990-2000
Few of the US Heartland states are immigrant gateways…
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The greater Great Lakes Region
generates 38% of the nation’s net
industry electricity…
(MWh) Rank (MWh) Rank
Pennsylvania Other 204,122,080 2 140,786,670 6
Illinois Nuclear 187,814,268 4 137,665,583 7
Ohio Coal 146,863,692 6 155,999,230 4
New York Other 139,221,428 7 143,563,666 5
Indiana Coal 125,525,338 10 101,428,550 11
Michigan Coal 117,063,685 12 107,310,696 10
West Virginia Coal 94,714,418 17 28,463,122 35
Kentucky Coal 92,078,359 19 87,266,835 14
Missouri Coal 81,916,661 20 75,000,629 19
Wisconsin Coal 58,009,442 24 66,999,296 21
Minnesota Coal 52,162,033 25 62,162,361 24
Kansas Coal 46,940,923 29 36,713,540 32
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Photo: University of Michigan Hospitals
The Great Lakes
Region is Home to
Six Top Research
Hospitals in America













in the top ten of
their respective
areas
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Density Matters…several Great Lakes metros are losing


















Cleveland, OH Detroit, MI Pittsburgh, PA
Change in Population Change in Density
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The region is highly segregated by race
The Midwest had the highest level of segregation – 4 of 5
indicators
Cities with the greatest level of segregation in 1980
continued to be so in 1990 and 2000
The 10 most segregated large metros for Blacks are in the
old “Rust Belt”: Milwaukee, Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis, Newark,





































































(Lower values indicate less segregation)
Some Quick Census Facts…
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….most Great Lakes states are experiencing exceptional 
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Besides university cities, many Great Lakes cities rank low
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Of the nations largest metros, only one Great Lakes metro is































 > 1 million
Creativity
Index Rank
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Meta-Region Matters – competitive unit in world economy
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• Low Education levels (with some
talent magnets)
• Lag in knowledge work
• Brain drain
• Aging population
• Health care expenses
• Segregated metros
• Expensive growth patterns
Assets
• Economic/population size
• Research, knowledge, talent
producer
• Location + Great Lakes
• World cities -agglomeration
centers
• Decision and R&D center for key
sectors
• Political/economic history &
importance
• Infrastructure for sustainable
growth
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Likely are several major lines to support growth among every
State and metro in the region
• Capitalize on Great Lakes -
location
• Nurture higher education
R&D, talent centers
• Accelerate key sectors :
new energy, green/water,
transportation, life sciences
• Culture change: innovation,
entrepreneurship, risk
• Expand venture capital
• Human capital building
• Fiscal, tax, intellectual
property policy supporting
growth
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Consider Big Approaches to:
• Large scale regional research funding in new technologies
• Regional venture capital market/fund
• Enhance education/higher education compacts - portability
• Intermodal infrastructure to support corridors
• Global universities anchored in the Midwest
• Communications/learning infrastructure enhance
• Incentives for talent in-migration – retention
• Quality of Place/Urban strategies for mixed use/income
• Environment/Water assets development: “Third Coast”
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What We Are Going To Do – Where We Want Your Help
• Informed by more research
• Including clear analysis of the comparative advantage and
assets of region
• Viable strategies for  building on strengths and dealing with
deficiencies
• Published and promoted in 2006 to inform discussion
A vision and narrative about the region that tells an accurate
and compelling story of what we are, where we stand, and
what we might do:
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Further elaboration of key strategies
• Water/Energy




• Regional metro issues, patterns of development
Identification, analysis and propositions around major
strategies for economic growth that grow out of narrative;
such as:
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Products : 
• Ideas and answers of “what to do” for policy makers, shapers
and opinion leaders (public/private/media)
• A process for dissemination, communication, adaptation for
target audiences
• Ongoing catalytic work, a catalytic organization that
supports this agenda
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www.brookings.edu/metro
